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1 Antecedents to the research

Risk research classically concentrates to calculable uncertainty. Meanwhile exploration of the full scale of uncertainty is getting more and more important. Research on future shifted more and more from forecasting to assuming an open future. These approaches that take into account the hypothesis of open future are called Futures Studies. Especially Technology Foresight, that specialised itself to serve for governmental needs, tries to differenciate itself in terms of institutionalisation and methodology.

Technology foresight serves for innovation policy. It developed together with the changing needs of the latter. Its leading researchers gave a summarising account of this development in 2008. Simultaneously, they set the basic tasks for further development of ‘foresight’. In the same time, attention has been more and more concentrated to development of such tools like Environmental scanning, weak signs, wild cards and analysis of expectation cycles.

There is an immense development in involving public participation in the development of knowledge of uncertain situations. This connects to the democratisation of regulation toward participatory democracy.

Roadmapping became acknowledged method in long range planning. Roadmaps were prepared for example for ‘hydrogen economy’. It becomes obvious that exploring roadmaps as communication tools is fully missing, if you make a search of the special literature.

Genesis of emerging technologies as radical innovations raises basic regulation problems, for the usual legal regulation can not function because of the emerging radical uncertainties. Principle of precaution has been developed in different variants. Some sort of precaution would allow that a co-operation between those who develop the technologies and their critics realises

2 Goals

Goal of the dissertation is to make a critical summary of those investigations which intend to uncover and manage the whole scale of uncertainty. That is why I investigate into the actual tasks in the field of ‘technology foresight’. This investigation is partly descriptive, partly critically analysing. Investigation has to demonstrate, on the one side, the state-of-the art where I follow the existence of basic uncertainty. On the other side, it has to demonstrate
what sorts of further tasks are possible to solve and what sorts of starting point should be outlined to their solution.

Because of its comprehensive importance, development of the instruments uncovering the basic forms of essential uncertainties and development of methods of their management in societally acceptable manner have special scientific and political importance. This topic is unique for its future dimension and also for its steadily growing weight in the global innovation race.

But both futures studies and innovation research remain partly in debt in this respect, meanwhile the basic uncertainties become everyday issues, because of the growing complexity of the societal processes. Surprising crises are already everyday reality, even when it sounds very paradoxical.

3 Investigation methods

My method is essentially interdisciplinary and utilises the newest results of the so called ‘science-technology-society studies’. I utilise, but with different weights, all the three investigation possibilities (the theoretical, the case studies, the historical).

First of all, I criticise, from the theoretical and methodological point of view, such general approaches like ‘technology foresight’ and such instruments of great importance like ‘environment scanning’, scanario construction or roadmapping. I add to this with critical analytical investigation into such especially important issues like the ‘hydrogen economy’ and the regulation of emerging technologies.

I utilise historical overview both with the theoretical research and the study on the practical case. This allows that I can reach basic theoretical and methodological conclusions. I enclose an Appendix to the dissertation. First, I summarise critical weaknesses of recent histories of risk. I add some statements on the characteresitics of roadmaps, completing the description made in the dissertation that was very short by necessity. At the end I summarise the results of the research made together with a South-Korean PhD student on the historical development of the ‘hydrogen economy’ as critical case of the long term planning in Hungary and the South-Korean Republic.
4 Summary

My dissertation deals with investigation and management tools of ‘deep uncertainty’. This is a basic task for futures research and management. We can speak about ‘deep uncertainty’ when the preconditions are missing to make calculations of risks with predictive intention. It is an invaluable result how calculability was raised in the field of risk, but it is also essential for futures research and innovation research to reach the highest possible rationality in describing and managing ‘deep uncertainties’.

I critically investigate in my dissertation first into ‘foresight’ efforts, then more widely, methods of ‘environment scanning’, ‘weak signs’, ‘wild cards’. I emphasise the special importance of ‘unbelievable scenarios’ in future studies. Public participation is of highest importance both in the uncovering as well as management of ‘deep uncertainties’, especially participation of ‘concerned groups’. ‘Precautionary principle’ gets special importance in dealing with ‘deep uncertainty’. I point to the fact that correct interpretation of the ‘precautionary principle’ always involves forcare as being precautionary for preserving some of our values.

I investigate into the importance of roadmapping in long term strategic planning. Roadmap show the best road in cases of good calculability, while roadmapping will itself be a part of providing for some road in case of ‘deep uncertainty’, of ‘open future’. Any roadmap requires to commit some standpoint concerning construction and realisation of a self-realising foresight. Communication and rhetorical role of a roadmap is especially important in such cases. A special paradox exists. ‘Deep uncertainty’ certainly influences long term strategic planning critically, because you can construct a roadmap only when you have some goal or goal-vision at least. With this the long term accommodation will be restricted. On the other side, roadmaps, at their nodes, uncover ‘deep uncertainties’. Roadmaps formulate expert opinions in such cases if the task would be assessed to be able to be solved. This is expressed with their rhetoric too. It is unavoidable to make a full-fledged explication and critical investigation of these expert opinions to provide for the realisation of the limited but essential task of roadmaps.

I explore a case from the practice. I demonstrate with the plan of realising a ‘hydrogen economy’ that this is a recent commitment to a 50 year long comprehensive effort. In this case it is of special importance to see what sorts of damages and benefits emerge when, on the base of this recent selection decision, the chosen alternative is seen as unique. Roadmaps get a basic role in this commitment. Long term strategic planning prefers more flexible strategies
already. I also demonstrate that on the highest levels of decision makers and experts an army of unacceptable argumentation tools are deployed, to help transforming the plan of a hydrogen economy into a self-realising ‘game’.

There is ‘deep uncertainty’ in the field of emerging innovations. This is essential problem for the regulation dimension too, because it is impossible to order proportional reward or punishment to well-known actions. Self-regulation remains in such cases for development. This means the priority of co-operation among the participants being in critical opposition. It raises to working out a ‘code of behaviour’, as the emerging self-regulation in the field of nanotech shows a case for. The emerging self-regulation of this field provides for an exemplar for self-regulation of any emergence phase of any emerging technology. I interpret this in my dissertation with some criticism.

5 New scientific results

My dissertation traces the newest tendencies in futures research and innovation studies and – management. The newest tendencies in risk research make their basis. Goal of the dissertation is to investigate into the manner the descriptive-analytical and management task of ‘essential uncertainty’ realise in futures research and innovation research.

I vindicate some right of originality with the descriptive summary of the state-of-the art with every issue. These are my summaries of the processes and situations. I summarise my results in 6 theses and two sub-theses. They express the new scientific results in a comprised way.
Theses

**Thesis 1:** Taking into account ‘deep uncertainty’ is essential to meet the recent societal and technological challenges adequately. Precaution, a rational answer to meet ‘deep uncertainty’ when first meeting it, is forecare. Successful radical innovations demonstrate how some sort of ‘deep uncertainties’ can be turned even into issues of quantitative risk takings.

(Chapter 1)

Publications: [1] [7] [8][18][19] [26] [34]

**Thesis 2:** Notwithstanding its all development, ‘Foresight’ as research under conditions of ‘incertitude’ shows basic problems from the point of view of methodology. These are only partially awaken to consciousness. The ‘future-oriented technology analysis’ is a trial to renew the approach, but basic weaknesses remain. Concerning the task that an up-to-date ‘technology foresight’ has to solve in serving for the already recognised newest generation of innovation policy it is unavoidable to take into account the appropriate exploration of ‘deep uncertainty’, strengthening public participation, and realisation of technology assessment as a ‘double fictitious’ but systematic speculation on futures.

(Chapter 2)

Publications: [24] [28]

**Thesis 3:** A series of renewing and new instruments appear in the instrumentarium of futures studies. All these group around the problem of ‘deep uncertainty’. There is an interpretation and definition chaos in the fields of environment scanning, weak signals and wild cards, as I demonstrate. A new period of futures research is announced with the recently reached new knowledge of ‘impossible scenarios’ as special wild cards. Dissemination of this new methodology is rather backward, notwithstanding the pioneering role of introducing ‘impossible scenarios’. With this futures studies set limits to itself.

(Chapter 3)

Publications:[4] [8] [18] [23] [28]

**Thesis 4:** ‘Concerned groups’ should get essential role in the exploration of the necessary and possible changes of directions of innovation dynamics. This role involves the working along a special cognitive and socio-political perspective. In this working the realisation of the cognitive role that is not substitutable, leads to a democratisation that overcomes what von Hippel conceptualises as ‘democratization of innovation’.

(Chapter 4)

Publications: [1] [8] [9] [17] [32] [36]

**Thesis 5:** Long term strategic roadmapping has basic limits that are not discussed. These roadmaps are trials to help in alignment of actors too. ‘Hydrogen economy’
shows problematic communication aspects both with its roadmaps and expert rhetorics.

**Thesis 5.a:** ‘Roadmaps promote commitment by that that the expert opinions assess ‘deep uncertainties’ as solvable problems. Simultaneously, with long term strategic roadmaps there is an intermingled language. Often it is not clear how far does it present future extrapolation or a time series of normative requirements. They have strong rhetoric aspects as argumentation tools.

(Chapter 5)

**Thesis 5.b:** Strategic roadmaps for the ‘hydrogen economy’ intend to reinforce the commitment to the vision of HE. Roadmaps function as alignment instruments too. There is a widespread rhetoric around the expected HE. The same time, rhetoric for the ‘hydrogen economy’ uses numerous problematic argumentation modes in professional materials too.

(Chapter 6)

Publications: [2] [6] [11] [14] [15] [16] [24] [27] [29]

**Thesis 6:** A promising initiative is realising in the field of some sorts of nanotech. This is a turn form the opposition of ‘innovators’ and ‘concerned groups’ to the critical strategic cooperation. Together with the Code of Conduct worked out by the EC this trial can provide for a model how a voluntary regulation for safe research in the field of emerging technologies can be realised.

(Chapter 7)

Publications: [2] [5] [10]
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